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INNOVATIVE NEW TREATMENT BY TATA HARPER
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Le Bristol Paris never ceases to expand its glorious
repertoire of refined pleasures, which is why
Spa Le Bristol by La Prairie welcomes the brand-new
Sensorial Resets menu by global leaders in clean
skincare, Tata Harper. The highly innovative
and deeply replenishing treatments include a range of
five programs which provide the skin with a deep clean
to prepare it for the soothing and powerful reset: Balance
& Ground, Soothe & Rest, Quench & Cocoon, Illuminate &
Energize and Clear skin & mind.
Sensorial Resets reached far beyond any facials that
a hotel spa has offered before, thanks to the
incorporation of the use of the five senses and the
introduction of Tata Harper’s first-ever proprietary
skincare machine, Dermal Reset.
This new addition encourages a complete reset of skin,
body and mind.
Dermal Reset: a new skincare technology by Tata
Harper
The new machine is implemented to revitalize the skin
with a deep and thorough cleaning that removes all
impurities for a natural and healthy glow. The all-in-one
machine features high-tech attachments such as:
•
•
•
•
•

LED therapy to penetrate deep into the skin to soften
the contours and provide antibacterial action.
Oxygen infusion to rapidly firm the skin of the face
by boosting collagen production and cell renewal.
Radiofrequency stimulation to restore skin elasticity
and tighten pores with heat and energy.
Exfoliation by vibration using sound to deeply
cleanse the pores.
Dermal needling using micro-needles to fade wrinkles
and scars.

The innovators at Tata Harper have devised the five Sensorial Resets to offer personalized treatments that
stimulate all of the senses thanks to a holistic approach. As a complement to the cutting-edge beauty
technology, ancient healing modalities are interwoven into each of the reset facial rituals with bespoke elements
such as a Tibetan singing bowl, a tuning fork or a gua sha stone. These unique, holistic touches serve to amplify
the Sensorial Resets and accentuate their long-lasting and deeply replenishing effects.
With the Sensorial Resets, Tata Harper truly raises the bar on skincare and holistic wellness.

Tata Harper Sensorial Resets, 55 minutes/235 euros and 85 minutes/295 euros, exclusively at Spa Le Bristol
Paris by La Prairie, upon reservation.
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